


EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S RAMBLINGS
As we begin our march through a new year in 2011, it is certainly worthwhile to spend 
a few words describing the astonishing progress made by IFSTA/FPP in 2010. None of 
this considerable progress is more noteworthy than the selection of Craig Hannan as 
permanent Director of Fire Protection Publications (FPP) in October. Craig had done a 
remarkable job as the acting Director in the previous 14 months before his permanent 
role being confirmed. Craig is an 11-year employee of FPP and had served in previous 
roles including accountant, IFSTA Projects Coordinator, and Chief Operating Officer/
Controller. Craig has an undergraduate degree in accounting, holds an MBA, and is 
also a licensed CPA. In addition to his business background, he has an extensive 
background in fire and EMS, including previous stints as a fire chief and paramedic 
supervisor. He currently serves as a volunteer fire captain and training officer. You would 
be hard-pressed to find anyone more suitable to take the reigns of IFSTA/FPP and lead 
it to new levels of success. We are excited to have Craig leading the way.

Last year was also special in terms of the impressive number of new training manuals 
released by IFSTA/FPP. During the course of the year, we released 12 new or revised 
titles, many of them with full supplemental instructor packages. This nearly doubled 
our previous record for yearly production. Not only did we develop more products, but 
we also produced higher quality and more technically accurate products as well. This 
wave will ride straight into the first quarter of 2011, as at least three new manuals will be 
released in the first four months of the year.

In this edition of Speaking of Fire, you will read articles on two exciting new manuals 
that were recently made available to emergency responders.

Ed Kirtley, Director of Oklahoma State University Fire Service Training writes about •	
the Understanding and Implementing the 16 Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives text 
that was co-developed by FPP and the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation 
(NFFF). The information in this manual will go a long way in helping fire 
departments and their members to identify ways that they can continue to ensure 
that Everyone Goes Home! 

FPP senior editor Fred Stowell also reports on the recent release of IFSTA’s •	
Structural Fire Fighting: Initial Response Strategies and Tactics. While IFSTA 
has more than 78 years of history in providing skills-based training materials, this 
is our first true venture in a peer-validated manual on basic incident strategies and 
tactics. I think you will like what you see (when you obtain your copy).

In closing, I would be remiss if I did not mention one other person who is an important 
part of the IFSTA/FPP family. For the past 25 years, our leader has been Dr. Karl Reid, 
Dean of the College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology (CEAT). As many 
of you are aware, IFSTA/FPP operates as an extension of CEAT at Oklahoma State 
University (OSU). Just a few days before I wrote this column, Dean Reid announced his 
retirement from that position. His overall service to OSU spans nearly half a decade. 
During his tenure as Dean, he has been a steadfast supporter of IFSTA/FPP. His 
support has never wavered. We are grateful for the time we worked with him and wish 
Dean Reid and his wife Verna Lou Godspeed and a happy retirement.

Keep the faith!

Mike Wieder
Assistant Director/Managing Editor, FPP
Executive Director, IFSTA
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FPP NEWS

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

HANNAN NAMED DIRECTOR OF OSU FIRE PROTECTION PUBLICATIONS (FPP)

At its meeting on October 22, 2010, The Board of Regents for Oklahoma State 
University approved the permanent hiring of Craig Hannan as Director of Fire 
Protection Publications (FPP) in the College of Engineering, Architecture, and 
Technology (CEAT) at Oklahoma State University (OSU) in Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
Hannan had served as the Interim FPP Director since August 2009. FPP is the 
headquarters for the International Fire Service Training Association (IFSTA).

As FPP Director, Craig will oversee the business, operational, and financial 
functions of the organization, as well as coordinate communications between FPP 
and the OSU Administration. Craig has held a number of positions during his 11 
years at FPP including Chief Operating Officer and Controller and IFSTA Projects 
Coordinator. Craig holds a bachelor’s degree in Accounting from Southeastern 
Oklahoma State University and a master’s degree in Business Administration 
(MBA) from OSU. He is also a Certified Public Accountant (CPA). In addition to 
his extensive business background, Hannan has a long history of involvement 
in fire and EMS operations. He is the former fire chief of the Colbert, Oklahoma, 
Fire Department and currently serves as Captain/Training Officer for the Perkins, 
Oklahoma, Volunteer Fire Department. He formerly served as a career Paramedic 
Supervisor for Rural/Metro EMS in the Sherman, Texas, area.

FPP Assistant Director/Managing Editor Mike Wieder will continue in the role of 
IFSTA Executive Director to which he was appointed August 27, 2009.

IFSTA/FPP has been the world’s largest provider of fire service training materials 
since its formation in 1934. FPP is a nonprofit, auxiliary enterprise of the College 
of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology at Oklahoma State University in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. For more information on the organization, see its web site at 
www.ifsta.org.

Media Contact:
Jenny Bayles
Administrative Assistant
405-744-8312
jenny@osufpp.org
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Putting the 16 Firefighter Life Safety 
Initiatives Into Department Training 
(Part 2)
By Ed Kirtley

This is the second of a four-part series on how you can 
incorporate the 16 Initiatives into your local training. As 
a training officer or instructor, you have the ability to 
implement the Initiatives in your training classes and your 
training philosophy. In this article, Initiatives 5 – 8 will be 
addressed.

Initiative 5: Develop and implement national standards for 
training, qualifications, and certification (including regular 
recertification) that are equally applicable to all firefighters based on the duties they are 
expected to perform.

Tip: Adopt NFPA® 1403, Standard On Live Fire Training Evolutions, as department 
policy for conducting live fire training. Sadly, firefighters continue to be injured and killed 
during live fire training exercises, in both training buildings and acquired structures.

Tip: Use the following NFPA® standards to guide the development of department 
training programs: 

NFPA® 1404, •	 Standard for Fire Service Respiratory Protection Training, to develop 
your department’s respiratory training program and meet the respiratory protection 
requirements found in NFPA® 1500 
NFPA® 1407, •	 Standard for Training Fire Service Rapid Intervention Crews, for RIC 
training
NFPA® 1451, •	 Standard for a Fire Service Vehicle Operations Training Program, for 
vehicle operations training

Tip: Adopt minimum training requirements for your department’s instructors and 
training officers. A priority for the training program should be to ensure that the best 
qualified instructors you have available are delivering the training. NFPA® 1041, 
Standard for Fire Service Instructor Professional Qualifications, is a good starting point. 

Initiative 6: Develop and implement national medical and physical fitness standards 
that are equally applicable to all firefighters, based on the duties they are expected to 
perform.

Tip: This initiative will require close coordination with department officials as policy 
decisions may be required. As the training officer, you can be a catalyst for department 
adoption of minimum medical and physical standards. National organizations such 
as the IAFF and IAFC have model fitness programs that can be adopted locally. Also, 
NFPA® 1583, Standard on Health-Related Fitness Programs for Fire Department 
Members, is a valuable resource when adopting a fitness program.

Tip: Adopt and follow NFPA® 1584, Standard on the Rehabilitation Process for 
Members During Emergency Operations and Training Exercises, for rehab of students 
during training evolutions. Following this standard is especially critical when training 
in hot weather. Adopting and following this standard is more than a simple, routine 
measure during the training evolution. A strong rehab process may identify health issues 
such as high blood pressure, sensitivity to heat, etc., before they become life threatening. 

Initiative 7: Create a national research agenda and data collection system that relates to 
the initiatives.

Tip: Publish important lessons from your department that may benefit others. There 
are many outlets for this type of information. One of the best is the web site www.
firefighterclosecalls.com. There are numerous blogs and other web sites that also 
allow you to post lessons learned. If you have documented the lessons in a formal 
manner, consider posting them in the research database at www.everyonegoeshome.
com/.

TRAINING TIP
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Initiative 8: Utilize available technology wherever it can produce higher levels of health 
and safety.

Tip: Keep current on the latest technology by reading journals, fire service web sites, 
newly released training manuals, and going to professional development classes, etc. 
When you learn of a new technology that may benefit your department, coordinate a 
demonstration by the vendor. If possible, do a pilot evaluation of the technology during 
training. Many vendors will allow you to evaluate equipment at no cost.

Tip: Lead a process to evaluate the department’s current use of health and safety 
technology to identify areas where improvement is possible. This is an excellent 
opportunity to challenge the status quo and strengthen the safety culture in the 
department.

Training is an excellent opportunity to integrate the 16 Initiatives into the everyday 
behaviors of firefighters. Initiatives 9-12 will be covered in the next edition of Speaking of 
Fire. For more information on the Initiatives, visit the Everyone Goes Home® web site at 
www.everyonegoeshome.com/. 

About the author:
Ed Kirtley is the Director of Oklahoma State University Fire Service Training. 
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IFSTA UPDATE
Hazardous Materials for First 
Responders, Fourth Edition
By Leslie Miller

Tons of hazardous materials are used in and pass 
through our communities every day. Unfortunately, 
accidents can and do happen, and when those 
accidents involve hazardous materials, things can go 
from bad to worse very quickly. With the potential for 
explosions, BLEVEs, fires, toxic releases, and other 
deadly events, emergency responders need to be 
able to detect the presence of hazardous materials 
at the scene of an incident, survey the scene in order 
to identify the materials, collect information about the 
materials, and initiate actions to protect themselves 
and the public. The fourth edition of IFSTA’s 
Hazardous Materials for First Responders is 
designed to provide emergency responders with the information they need in order to 
carry out their mission(s) at hazardous materials incidents. 

This new edition of Hazardous Materials for First Responders is intended as a 
primary text for all personnel seeking to qualify as Awareness- and/or Operations-Level 
responders to hazardous materials incidents. It addresses NFPA® 472, Standard for 
Professional Competence of Responders to Hazardous Materials/Weapons of Mass 
Destruction Incidents, (2008 Edition), for Awareness, Operations, and all Operations 
Mission-Specific competencies. It also addresses the requirements of the OSHA 
regulations in Title 29 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1910.120, Hazardous Waste 
Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER), paragraph (q), for first responders 
at the Awareness and Operations Levels.

There are several changes in this edition from the previous:

• Skill Sheets have been added at the end of chapters to provide step-by-step 
instructions on how to perform important skills.

• Competency levels are largely separated by chapter so that all Awareness-Level 
competencies are addressed in the first three chapters, all Operations-Core Level 
competencies are addressed in the first seven chapters, and Mission-Specific 
competencies are addressed in the final seven chapters. 

• New chapters have been added to address the following Mission-Specific 
competencies in NFPA® 472:
–  Air Monitoring and Sampling
–  Victim Rescue and Recovery
–  Evidence Preservation and Sampling
–  Illicit Laboratories 

• Each chapter begins with a relevant Case History that serves to illustrate important 
lessons learned in the real world, including the following incidents:
–  Bhopal, India, methyl isocyanate release
–  Texas firefighter fatality caused by an exploding nitrous oxide cylinder
–  London car bomb attacks thwarted near the Tiger Night Club 
–  Volunteer firefighter and civilian fatalities caused by an exploding fuel tank
–  Apex, North Carolina, Environmental Quality (EQ) Company chemical release
–  Graniteville, South Carolina, train derailment and chlorine release
–  Madrid, Spain, terror attacks
–  Benicia, California, dimethylamine anhydrous tank car leak
–  Michigan State University decontamination operation
–  Propane tank BLEVE with firefighter fatalities
–  Phoenix, Arizona, bulk petroleum storage tank confined space rescue and 

subsequent explosion continued on page 12
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What’s This Certification 
All About Anyway?
By Rick Mason

Have you ever wondered how 
certification works in the fire service? 
For example, perhaps you go to a 
Firefighter I class in New Hampshire 
and then move to Maryland — you 
are still certified as a Firefighter I — 
that is cool! There is a method to this 
process, and it is based on the National 
Fire Protection Association’s® (NFPA®) 
nationally accepted professional qualification standards and accreditation.

The NFPA® is responsible for researching, developing, writing, and approving 
standards and codes. The professional qualification standards (the 1000 series) is a 
specific series of standards to which the fire service trains and certifies its firefighters. 
Subject-matter experts write the professional qualification standards and ensure that 
the objectives are written in a way that can easily be measured, which are known 
as job performance requirements. Once a local jurisdiction adopts the standard, 
the certification classes begin. The curriculum, practical objectives, and the testing 
mechanism (practical and cognitive) follow the standard. This ensures that the training 
for certification in New Hampshire very closely matches that in Maryland (states chosen 
at random — almost all states and Canadian provinces follow the same standards and 
accreditation).

Before running the newly adopted program, the next step is accreditation. 
Accreditation is when an agency comes in and reviews the entire certification process, 
policies, test security, and instructor policies. Certifications earned can cross state and 
provincial lines because the information is all taught and tested the same! There are 
two accrediting agencies in North America: the International Fire Service Accreditation 
Congress (IFSAC) based in Oklahoma and the ProBoard Fire Service Professional 
Qualifications System or (just ProBoard) based in Massachusetts. Therefore, when 
you complete the certification process in any of the professional qualification standards 
and an accreditation label is affixed (or printed) on the certificate, your certification is 
observed almost anywhere in North America. Real cool!

The certification professional qualification standards are up for revision every five 
years to maintain currency with those changes in our field. Consensus standards 
include a variety of experts; the proposed changes are published and open for public 
comments and follow very rigid procedures before being adopted or re-adopted. 
To ensure complete fairness in the standards cycle, all NFPA® standards follow 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) policies and procedures. NFPA® 
professional qualification standards include the following:

1001 Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications
1002 Standard for Fire Apparatus Driver/Operator Professional Qualifications
1003 Standard for Airport Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications
1005 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Marine Fire Fighting for Land-Based  
         Fire Fighters
1006 Standard for Technical Rescuer Professional Qualifications
1021 Standard for Fire Officer Professional Qualifications
1026 Standard for Incident Management Personnel Professional Qualifications
1031 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Inspector and Plan Examiner
1033 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Investigator
1035 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire and Life Safety Educator, Public  
         Information Officer, and Juvenile Firesetter Interventionist Specialist
1037 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Fire Marshal
1041 Standard for Fire Service Instructor Professional Qualifications

NAFTD UPDATE
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1051 Standard for Wildland Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications
1061 Standard for Professional Qualifications for Public Safety Telecommunicator
1081 Standard for Industrial Fire Brigade Member Professional Qualifications

In several instances, the professional qualification standards include “sister” 
standards such as NFPA® 1670, Standard on Operations and Training for Technical 
Search and Rescue Incidents, which is the operations standard and NFPA® 1006, 
Standard for Technical Rescuer Professional Qualifications, which is the training 
standard that corresponds to NFPA® 1670. What this accomplishes is the opportunity 
to maintain a standard that gives the technical actions required to mitigate an incident 
and a training standard which would certify those individuals to complete the operational 
tasks. Many such training standards will have awareness, operations, and technical 
level certifications in each topical area. Many standards complement others similarly. 

The North American Fire Training Directors (NAFTD) are presently working 
hand-in-hand with the NFPA® and many of its committees to examine one idiosyncrasy 
with this certification process; that is, dealing with hazardous materials certification. 
Hazardous materials certification follows NFPA® 472, Standard for Competence 
of Responders to Hazardous Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents, 
which does not follow the same model used in all other certification and professional 
qualifications standards. NAFTD has proposed to the NFPA® Standards Council 
to follow the same model as previously listed and to effect this change as soon as 
possible. NFPA® 472 is the only exception where the training and certification entities 
actually certify to an NFPA® standard, which is not a professional qualifications 
standard. We hope that NFPA® 472 will be the operational standard and that a new 
1000-series standard will be the training standard where we can certify fire service 
personnel to the awareness, operations, and technician levels.

In conclusion, I know that I receive a lot of questions regarding the certification 
programs in my state of New Hampshire. I hope this article helps answer questions 
regarding the certification system. The certification system ensures safety and standard 
content as well the ability to keep your certification in all states.

About the author:
Rick Mason is the New Hampshire State Fire Training Director and immediate past 
president of the North American Fire Training Directors.
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IFSTA UPDATE 2
Structural Fire Fighting: Initial Response 
Strategy and Tactics, First Edition
By Fred Stowell

Experienced firefighters and fire officers will tell you that 
the first 10 minutes of any structural fire incident are the 
most critical. In most cases, the decisions made by the 
first-arriving personnel during that time will determine the 
success or failure of the operation. Therefore, it is important 
for the first-arriving personnel to accomplish the following: 

Properly evaluate the hazards and conditions within •	
the structure 
Determine the resources that are or will be available•	
Develop an Incident Action Plan (IAP)•	
Deploy resources to accomplish the incident priorities, strategy, and tactics of the •	
plan 

In the past, firefighters and fire officers were able to expand their decision-making 
skills through the experience they gained at each succeeding structural fire. They 
learned how fire behaved in a variety of structures and the best way to limit fire spread 
and extinguish the fire. Each success and failure gave firefighters and fire officers more 
experience and confidence to apply to the next incident. 

Successful fire prevention and life safety education, strengthened building codes, 
and the increasing use of fire-resistant building materials and fire suppression systems 
are decreasing the numbers and severity of structural fires. The ability to learn from a 
succession of structural fires is no longer available to many firefighters. Although this 
trend is a benefit to the public and reduces the possibility of firefighter fatalities and 
injuries, it also means that the opportunity to apply your experience to the decision-
making process is decreased. Firefighters and fire officers must rely more heavily on 
classroom discussions and training exercises to maintain and improve their skills. 

To address this lack of experience and fill the gap it has created, IFSTA has published 
the first edition of Structural Fire Fighting: Initial Response Strategy and Tactics. 
This manual is designed to help you develop a logical decision-making process for 
determining incident priorities, strategies, and tactics regardless of the available 
resources or configuration of your fire department. 

The IFSTA Validation Committee that developed this manual intended it for use by 
all sizes and types of departments. The committee stressed the importance of accurate 
size-up, selection of the appropriate incident priorities and strategy based on need 
and resources, and the application of the correct tactics to meet them. Returning to 
the sound teachings of Chief Lloyd Layman, the committee reemphasized the concept 
of RECEO-VS as a tactical tool. Each tactic, Rescue, Exposures, Confinement, 
Extinguishment, Overhaul, Ventilation, and Salvage, is discussed in depth. 

Scenarios for residential, commercial, and special hazard incidents are included 
with recommended best practices and considerations. Each scenario was selected to 
provide a sample of the common types of situations that may confront the typical initial 
response of the average fire department. Training officers can use these scenarios, 
modified to local resources and realities, to develop classroom discussions or field 
simulations.

While no single manual can take the place of hands-on experience, the committee 
believes that this manual will provide a foundation for continued training and skills 
development. Studying Structural Fire Fighting: Initial Response Strategy and 
Tactics will give a proven decision-making process that you can apply when you are 
part of the initial response.

About the author:
Fred Stowell is a senior editor at Fire Protection Publications and served as the project 
manager for this manual.
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HOT NEWS
FIRE SERVICE-BASED EMS ADVOCATES 
“Best Practices” in Fire Service-Based EMS
The Fire Service-Based EMS Advocates Steering Committee has added a new feature 
to its web site (www.fireserviceems.com). The steering committee will be gathering 
descriptions of “Best Practices” in Fire Service-Based EMS and posting them on its web 
site for advocates and others to study. These articles will be posted as they are received 
and made available for review as readers’ desire. This electronic format for sharing 
current EMS information is sure to benefit all fire departments: large metropolitan, 
career, combination, and volunteer. Individuals interested in submitting articles for 
consideration by the steering committee can do so by sending them to Chief Dennis 
Compton, Co-Chairman of the Fire Service-Based EMS Advocates Steering Committee 
at dcompton5@cox.net. Each article must be a maximum of 1,000 words and include a 
very brief Bio introducing the author. The decision of the steering committee concerning 
whether to post a particular article is final.

The steering committee is committed to sharing information about fire service-based 
EMS inside and outside the fire service community. Each submission will become eligible 
for recognition by the Congressional Fire Services Institute (CFSI) through its annual 
Excellence in Fire Service-Based EMS Honors Program. If you have not yet joined the 
Advocates, please visit the web site at www.fireserviceems.com and follow the easy 
instructions to do so. We look forward to receiving your submissions. Thank you for your 
willingness to share your organization’s fire service-based EMS success stories with 
others.

– Macdona, Texas, train derailment and chlorine release
– Meth lab investigation
– Mobile meth lab discovery

• A section on hazardous materials during disasters (such as floods) has been 
added.

• More pictures, tables, and graphics have been added to increase recognition of 
haz mat packaging and understanding of haz mat behavior.

• The format has changed from double to single column, allowing for placement of 
Key Terms and Caution and Warning boxes in the margins.

The chapter list for Hazardous Materials for First Responders, 4th edition, is fairly 
self-explanatory as to each chapter’s contents and is as follows:

Chapter 1 – Introduction to Hazardous Materials
Chapter 2 – Hazardous Materials Identification
Chapter 3 – Awareness-Level Actions at Hazardous Materials Incidents
Chapter 4 – Chemical Properties and Hazardous Materials Behavior
Chapter 5 – Incident Management
Chapter 6 – Strategic Goals and Tactical Objectives
Chapter 7 – Terrorist Attacks, Criminal Activities, and Disasters
Chapter 8 – Personal Protective Equipment
Chapter 9 – Decontamination
Chapter 10 – Product Control
Chapter 11 – Air Monitoring and Sampling
Chapter 12 – Victim Rescue and Recovery
Chapter 13 – Evidence Preservation and Sampling
Chapter 14 – Illicit Laboratories

About the author:
Leslie is a senior editor at Fire Protection Publications.

continued from page 6

Hazardous Materials for First Responders, Fourth Edition
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